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EASY PLAYBACK
Networked playback of extra
cted COLDSTORE disks for
evidential purposes.

		Direct surveillance
		video playback on
		your PC from
		COLDSTORE
		removable disks
COLDSTORE enables immediate bulk
seizure of video surveillance data in portable
form for easy playback via DISKPLAY Pro.

|

Operates as a low-cost, single-disk, networked
read-only COLDSTORE

|

Enables review, replay and export of data from an
extracted COLDSTORE disk

|

Specifically designed for Veracity’s award-winning
COLDSTORE surveillance storage system

|

Disk docking bay accepts COLDSTORE disks in
their cradles

|

Provides a practical method instant seizure of evidence
by removal of disks from COLDSTORE

|

Supports Veracity’s VIEWPOINT review client software
or any fully-integrated VMS
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

PRO

MEDIA
Hard disk
Cradle

3.5” SATA drive of any capacity
COLDSTORE type

POWER
Unit power
Power supply

25 W (with removable disk inserted and running)
110/240V AC 50/60Hz

SYSTEM
Operating System
Software
Network Interface

Linux
Single-disk read-only COLDSTORE software system
Gigabit Ethernet

PHYSICAL/
ENVIRONMENTAL
Dimensions
Weight
Operating temperature
Relative humidity
Compliance

L 340mm W 220mm H 135mm [L 13.4” W 8.7” H 5.3”]
3.1Kg [6.83lbs]
0°C to 50°C [32°F to 122°F]
Up to 85%, non-condensing
FCC, CE, RoHS

PRODUCT CODES
CSTORE-DP-PRO-UK
CSTORE-DP-PRO-EU
CSTORE-DP-PRO-US

DISKPLAY Pro networked docking station for CS disks (UK power supply)
DISKPLAY Pro networked docking station for CS disks (EU power supply)
DISKPLAY Pro networked docking station for CS disks (US power supply)

COLDSTORE Disks

DISKPLAY Pro Playback System

VIEWPOINT or VMS Playback

Each disk recorded by a COLDSTORE
surveillance storage array contains a
specific segment of time, with a known
start time & date and a known end
time and date for a fixed set of camera
channels. Thus it is possible to physically
locate any specific time span of recorded
video in a COLDSTORE system and
remove the disk for evidential purposes.

DISKPLAY is a convenient solution for
playback of extracted COLDSTORE
disks. It is a network device designed
specifically for accepting COLDSTORE
disk cradles. This allows extracted disks
to be played without having to remove
the disk from the standard disk cradle.
Thus DISKPLAY exploits the unique
removable, playable disk feature of the
COLDSTORE system.

DISKPLAY Pro appears on the network
as a single-disk, read-only COLDSTORE.
This allows integrated Video Management
System client software to simply include
DISKPLAY Pro as a one-disk
COLDSTORE for seamless playback and
export of video data through the existing
VMS interface. Alternatively, Veracity’s
VIEWPOINT review client software can
be installed as the review client on a
standard Windows PC. VIEWPOINT
supports a number of different
VMS types.

It is therefore ideal for rapid bulk seizure
of data and evidential transport.

COLDSTORE is available with 15 x 14TB
3.5” drives offering up to 210TB storage
capacity - using only 60W.
Veracity recommends the use of a UPS
(Uninterruptible Power Supply) system with all types
of storage and recording system installations.
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